
LEGO Disney Princess Elsa's Sparkling Ice Castle

PRODUCT: LEGO Disney Princess Elsa's Sparkling Ice Castle ( www.lego.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A 292-piece LEGO construction playset from the Disney Princess range which
is based on Elsa's ice palace, including a buildable castle and icicle tree, sleigh, secret
staircase, ice cream bar, bed and ice hill. Also includes Queen Elsa, Princess Anna and Olaf
the snowman play figures, plus lots of accessories and sticker detailing. The Ice Castle
measures over 9” (23cm) long, 7” (20cm) wide and 4” (11cm) deep
. Suitable for children aged 6 years upwards.

  

GOOD POINTS: There seems to be no end to the brilliant construction sets that LEGO are so
renowned for, and this offering from the Disney Princess range will most definitely be on the top
of every Frozen fan's wish list this Christmas!

  

This playset, like all the others in the Disney Princess range, is named primarily at girls, and is
based on the immensely popular Disney Frozen film. The set contains over two hundred shaped
pieces in total, in attractive pastel (and sparkly) colours. 
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Also included are several play figures centred around the main characters in the film - namelyElsa and Anna - with wonderfully detailed faces, hair pieces (with tiny holes to attach bow andcrown accessories) and dresses with material capes; in addition, Olaf the snowman who has aspecially moulded head and removable carrot nose!  There is one main structure for your child to build, namely Elsa's amazing ice palace, completewith icicle tree, balcony and kitchen areas, snowflake spire and secret staircase which can bemade to disappear.   The translucent sparkly walls make for an overall impressive effect, and there are many otherbuildable accessories to go with (and in) the castle to ensure plenty of role play.   These include a cool ice-cream parlour and outside picnic area, which while not memorablefeatures of the film, will certainly appeal to young imaginations. In addition, a bed, a fun sleigh,and an ice hill for Elsa and Anna to ski, skate and sledge down (skis and skates included),complete with lift-up ramp revealing a secret hideaway.  The pieces are of their usual excellent quality and able to withstand plenty of rough child's play,and are separated into numbered bags to facilitate construction using the easy-to-followinstructions.   Children of many ages will have endless fun both building and using the finished playset, withmany great role-play adventures to be had based around the Frozen storyline. In our opinionthis is an absolute must for Frozen fans this Christmas.  BAD POINTS: As with any such set there are a large number of small pieces which could easilyget lost! The set only comes with three figures and does not include Kristoff or Sven despiteincluding the sleigh.  PRICE: £34.99    Click here  to go to all product reviews  Click here  to go to all articles    
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